Aircraft Carpet Cleaner
Superior Cleaner + Odour Remover

DESCRIPTION
Callington Aircraft Carpet Cleaner is an aircraft approved, high performance formula, to easily and effectively remove stains and odours from carpets. Regular use ensures carpets maintain a clean and fresh appearance for a long period of time. Mould, mildew and odours are also reduced. The safe biodegradable formulation allows for easier disposal after cleaning.

AIRCRAFT APPROVAL
Boeing D6-7127
AMS 1630C

APPLICATION
For spot cleaning apply a liberal amount of Callington Aircraft Carpet Cleaner to the carpet surfaces. Rub in with a clean and damp cloth. Blot excess liquid with clean towels.
For machine cleaning Callington Aircraft Carpet Cleaner can be used on its own, or in diluted form of up to 1:3 with water. The mix ratio can be adjusted to suit the cleaning conditions.

It is important that carpets are left to dry before use.

PACKAGING
- 150 ml
- 1 litre
- 5 litre

WARRANTY – All statements, information and data presented herein are believed to be accurate and reliable but are not to be taken as a guarantee, expressed or implied, for which seller assumes legal responsibility and they are offered solely for your consideration, investigation and verification. Statements or suggestions concerning possible use of this product are made without representation or warranty that any such use is free of patent infringement and are not recommendations to infringe on any patent.